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Anomalous Schottky Signals from a Laser-Cooled Ion Beam
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Longitudinal Schottky signals from a laser-cooled, spatially dense, ion beam have been studied in
the ASTRID storage ring. The fluctuation signals are distorted by the effects of space charge, as is
observed in electron cooling experiments. However, the spectra also exhibit previously unobserved
coherent components. The ions’ velocity distribution, measured by a laser fluorescence technique,
suggests that the coherence is due to suppression of Landau damping. The observed behavior has
important implications for the attainment of a crystalline ion beam in a storage ring.

PACS numbers: 41.75.Ak, 29.20.Dh, 29.27.Bd, 52.25.Wz
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In this Letter we describe measurements of longitudin
Schottky signals from a unique physical system, a sp
tially dense, very cold (i.e., having very small velocit
spread) ion beam produced by laser cooling. This syst
has direct relevance to the understanding of the ultim
limits to the quality of a stored ion beam. In particula
the possibility of producing a crystalline ion beam [1] i
usually associated with the technique of laser cooling.

Schottky signals [2] are used as a powerful diagnos
for characterizing stored ion beams. As in an elect
circuit, a steady current in an ion storage ring is subje
to small fluctuations due to the finite number of discre
charges comprising the current. These fluctuations c
be sensed by a pickup electrode as temporal variati
in the electric field produced by the beam. Analysis
such fluctuation signals induced in suitable pickups c
provide a wealth of information on both the longitudina
and transverse dynamics of a stored beam.

A single fast ion circulating in a storage ring wil
induce delta-function-like voltage pulses in a picku
through which it passes. The frequency spectrum
this signal is also comprised of delta-function-like peak
centered at harmonics of the ion’s revolution frequen
[3]. For a large number ofuncorrelatedparticles having
a spread in momentum, the spectrum will consist
frequency bands reflecting the momentum distribution
the stored beam. In practice, one cannot measure
response of a pickup electrode to individual particles, b
only the power spectrum of the voltage fluctuations
the pickup, representing fluctuations in the linear char
density of the beam. For uncorrelated particles, th
power spectrum is directly proportional to the momentu
distribution of the beam, and the integrated fluctuatio
power around any harmonic is proportional to the numb
of particles in the beam [3].

In the case of a beam in which interactions betwe
particles are not negligible, the Schottky spectrum m
be distorted by the interaction. For example, if the bea
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spatial density is high enough and the momentum spre
low enough, the spatial fluctuations in the beam may
suppressed by the effect of the beam’s space charge fo

Schottky signals from cold and dense ion beams we
first studied in the NAP-M ring in Novosibirsk [4]. Using
the technique of electron cooling [5], the NAP-M group
produced proton beams which exhibited Schottky spec
differing in two major respects from those of uncoole
beams. First, the total noise power around a revolutio
harmonic was much smaller than expected for the numb
of particles in the beam. Secondly, the spectrum at a giv
harmonic did not have the Gaussian shape characteri
of the uncooled momentum distribution, but consisted
a symmetric, double-peaked distribution centered on t
ideal revolution frequency [4].

The Novosibirsk researchers developed a model to e
plain these new features of the Schottky signal [3]. U
ing methods previously developed for plasma physics [6
they derived an expression for the spectral density fun
tion for a beam in which the space charge force is th
dominant interaction. The model essentially consists
deriving a dielectric function for the beam plasma us
ing the (assumed Gaussian) velocity distribution functio
of the ions. The fluctuation spectrum can then be ca
culated. The model (in the nonrelativistic limit) predict
suppression of the noise power when the rms veloc
spreaddy in the beam is less than a critical velocityys,
given by

ys 

√
NZ2e2g0s1 2 ad

8p2e0mR

!1y2

, (1)

whereN is the number of stored ions of chargeZe, 2pR is
the orbit circumference,a is the momentum compaction
factor f; spyRd s≠Ry≠pdg, and g0 is a geometric factor
equal to1 1 2 lnsbyad, where b and a are the vacuum
chamber and beam radii, respectively.

The velocityys has a simple physical interpretation. I
is the characteristic velocity of acoustic charge densi
© 1994 The American Physical Society
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waves propagating longitudinally in a cylindrical beam
plasma surrounded by a conducting chamber. The mo
is one dimensional; the implicit assumption is that th
transverse oscillation amplitudes (betatron motion) a
large compared to the average interparticle distance. T
double-peaked fluctuation spectrum was interpreted
represent copropagating and counterpropagating cha
density waves in the beam. When the sound veloc
lies within the beam’s spread in relative velocity, thes
waves are strongly Landau damped. Cooling the beam
that dyk , ys implies that there are few particles having
relative velocity 6ys, and therefore very little energy
exchange with the charge density waves.

The Novosibirsk model has proven to be of grea
utility, since it allows one to extract a velocity width
from a strongly distorted Schottky signal. The model
regularly employed in rings utilizing electron cooling [7]
Laser cooling [8], recently applied to low energy storag
rings [9,10], has produced beams with extremely lo
longitudinal velocity spread, 1 to 2 orders of magnitud
smaller than achieved by electron cooling. It is natur
to apply Schottky analysis to these beams and to look f
departures from previously observed behavior which m
indicate the onset of ordering phenomena.

The ASTRID storage ring [11] was used to stor
100 keV 24Mg1 ions. Copropagating and counterprop
agating laser light, produced by frequency-doublin
560 nm light from two ring-dye lasers, overlaps the io
beam in two straight sections (8 m each) of the stora
ring. The ultraviolet light, which can be frequency tune
over a range of 20 GHz, drives thes32S1y2d $ s32P3y2d
electronic transition used for laser cooling. The laser
developed specially for this experiment, produce up
90 mW of cw radiation [12] at 280 nm. Laser and ion
beam diameters vary between 2 and 4 mm in the cooli
section.

Fluorescence photons emitted by the ions were detec
by a photomultiplier tube, configured to view photon
emitted perpendicular to the beam direction. A spe
trometer is used to distinguish fluorescence photons fro
scattered laser light, the Doppler shift between these b
ing about 0.8 nm. The section of beam observed by t
photomultiplier passes through a cylindrical tube whic
can be excited with a dc voltage, thereby locally chan
ing the ion’s velocity and thus the Doppler-shifted reso
nant frequency of the optical transition. Recording th
fluorescence intensity while scanning the voltage on th
tube allows measurement of the ion velocity distribution
This optical technique is an important experimental too
since it is not sensitive to the collective density fluctua
tions which distort the Schottky signal.

The Schottky diagnostic system consisted of a picku
and amplifier combination which is resonant at 514 kH
the 23rd harmonic of the revolution frequency. In orde
to facilitate fast Fourier transform analysis, the signal wa
mixed down to about 15 kHz. A low-pass filter was use
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to eliminate aliasing from high frequency components o
the signal.

The injected beam has a velocity spread o
1025 FWHM, but rapidly (in several hundred ms)
heats up to1023 FWHM due to intrabeam scattering. As
observed in earlier experiments [10], this fast heating
too strong to be counteracted by laser cooling. A sing
intrabeam collision can transfer sufficient energy from
the transverse to the longitudinal motion that an ion wi
jump out of the laser capture range. Thus, at injectio
the cooling lasers are both detuned 4 GHz, defining
window, 2200 mys wide, around the ideal ion velocity of
8.9 3 105 mys.

A Schottky measurement of the uncooled beam (lase
detuned far from resonance) is shown in Fig. 1. Als
shown is a fit to the spectrum using the model of Ref. [3
Even for the uncooled beam, the spacecharge distortion
clearly seen in the Schottky signal. The number of stor
ions for this measurement is5.5 3 108, yielding a sound
velocity ys of about 730 mys, compared to the rms ve-
locity spread of the beam of467 6 13 mys. A fit by the
model for the Schottky noise yields a velocity spread o
488 6 30 mys. Several other measurements under var
ing conditions [13] yielded equally good agreement wit
theory. The laser induced fluorescence (LIF) techniq
thus provides an independent confirmation of the validi
of the Novosibirsk model.

Cooling proceeds by scanning the lasers in frequenc
accelerating slow ions, and decelerating fast ions to c
lect them into a narrow distribution. The velocity dis
tribution can be measured during the cooling scan usi

FIG. 1. Measured Schottky signal for the uncooled beam
The solid line is a fit to the theoretical model from Ref. [3]
The inset shows the Gaussian velocity distribution measured
laser fluorescence. The characteristic velocities6ys for charge
density waves are indicated.
87
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the LIF technique discussed previously. The resolution
the fluorescence diagnostic is limited by the homogeneo
linewidth of the cooling transition todyyy ø 1 3 1025.
The Doppler temperature, characteristic of equilibrium b
tween the laser cooling force and laser-induced diffusi
heating, is about 1 mK, ordyyy ø 2 3 1026.

Measurement of the Schottky spectra during las
cooling yielded several surprises. The total Schottk
power at the revolution harmonic rises by a factor of 1
when the lasers come into resonance with the tails of t
beam [Fig. 2(a)]. As cooling proceeds, the total powe
first rises dramatically to a level 100 times higher than th
of the uncooled beam before falling back almost to th
uncooled level. This behavior is in sharp contrast to th
expected from the theoretical model, which predicts on
suppression of fluctuation power as the beam is cooled

The shape of the Schottky spectra of the laser-cool
beam is also surprising. Figure 3(a) shows spec
measured for various laser detunings. Figure 3(b) sho
the corresponding velocity distributions, measured by LI
The spectrum is drastically altered by the presence
two large, coherent peaks. The rise and fall of th
Schottky power in Fig. 2(a) is clearly associated wit
the coherent power in these peaks. Figure 2(b) depi
the frequency splitting between the peaks as a functi
of the laser detuning during cooling. The peaks mov

FIG. 2. (a) Integrated Schottky power versus laser detunin
measured during a cooling scan. The dashed line shows
power level with no laser cooling. (b) Schottky frequenc
splitting between coherent peaks (circles) and velocity width
the ion beam (triangles) as a function of laser detuning duri
laser cooling. The two vertical scales are equivalent. The so
line shows the splitting the peaks would have if they coincide
with the velocities resonant with the lasers. The two horizont
scales apply to both parts [(a) and (b)] of the figure.
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together as the lasers scan, but not at the same rate a
laser frequencies. The width of the velocity distributio
follows the laser scan directly [Fig. 2(b)].

The dependence of the position of the coherent pe
on the beam’s velocity spread is qualitatively very diffe
ent from what is observed in electron-cooled beams. T
Novosibirsk model contains a single characteristic velo
ity, which is dependent only on the beam density, lead
to very little temperature dependence of the peak po
tions in the noise signal [3]. The maximum of Scho
tky power in Fig. 2(a) does, however, appear to coinc

FIG. 3. (a) Schottky spectra measured at various detuni
(shown between figures) during laser cooling. Dashed li
indicate the noise floor of the measurement; each vertical
mark is one decade in relative power. The asymmetry
peak heights is probably due to a slight difference in la
powers, leading to larger diffusion past one laser. The nonz
resistivity of the vacuum chamber may also play a role. (b) T
corresponding velocity distributions, measured by LIF. Ea
spectrum contains about103 fluorescence counts.
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approximately with the laser detuning (2300 MHz), corre
sponding to the sound velocity.

For the Schottky spectra exhibiting coherence, th
velocity distributions measured by LIF [Fig. 3(b)] are no
Gaussian. The radiation pressure force from each lase
very short ranged in velocity, resulting in the sharp-edge
distributions observed. The shape of these distributio
offers a possible explanation for some of the featur
observed in the Schottky spectra. The laser is extrem
effective at depopulating the velocity distribution in a
narrow range (,13 mys) about the resonant velocity. A
coherent disturbance at this velocity will therefore not b
Landau damped, and can appear in the spectral den
function if there are some residual particles in a ta
beyond the sharp edge of the velocity distribution. Suc
a tail may be formed by particles which have diffuse
out of the laser capture range due to intrabeam Coulom
collisions. The coherent disturbance will appear in th
fluctuation spectrum near the laser resonance velocity a
will therefore shift as the laser scans. A model, base
on calculating the dielectric function for themeasured
velocity distribution functions, is under development an
quantitatively reproduces the peak splitting for larg
(compared to the transition linewidth) laser detuning
[13]. For smaller detunings, the effect of the lase
damping must be taken into account.

The LIF technique for characterizing the velocity dis
tribution, in combination with high resolution Schottky
analysis, has allowed direct confirmation of the validit
of the accepted theoretical model for fluctuations in a
intense beam. The combination of these two diagnos
methods and the flexibility of laser cooling at tailoring th
velocity distribution function of the stored beam offer th
potential for continued fundamental research into the co
lective behavior of very cold ion beams.

Schottky signals of cold and dense ion beams should
important for diagnosing the approach to condensation
crystallization. An ordered beam is expected to exhib
almost no fluctuation power at low frequencies. Th
present work shows that the short-ranged nature of t
laser-cooling force can lead to a previously unexpect
distortion of the noise signal by strong coherent signa
It is important to understand the physical origin of thes
signals and to learn to either extract information from
them or to find a way to eliminate them so that the therm
fluctuations in laser-cooled beams can be studied.

Ion crystals have been produced, at rest, in an io
trap having storage ring geometry [14]. The prese
experiment highlights some major differences between t
ion trap and a storage ring for fast ions. The larger initi
temperatures (several thousand instead of a few hund
K) in the latter require a precooling phase in which lase
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are frequency scanned to collect ions into a veloci
distribution having a Doppler width comparable to th
cooling transition’s linewidth. The highly nonequilibrium
distributions created during this precooling phase a
seen to be susceptible to long-wavelength (several
coherent disturbances which cannot exist in ion tra
plasmas. The question of stability of these disturbanc
is of crucial importance in developing a strategy fo
obtaining a crystalline ion beam in a storage ring. Th
transverse temperature, inferred from the beam size, is
the present experiment, more than 100 times larger th
the longitudinal, and must be significantly reduced if th
onset of order is to be observed. A new scheme utilizin
dynamical coupling in conjunction with longitudinal lase
cooling to cool all degrees of freedom [15] holds muc
promise, and will be experimentally evaluated shortly.
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